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Manufacturers' Inventories and
Inventory Investment
Analysis of the Department of Commerce total stock series in the
present chaptor yields several important findings.Both total manu-
facturers' stocks and inventory investment are shown to have turned
somewhat earlier in relation to business cycle turns since 1946 than
Abramovitz indicated was ëharacteristic of the prewar period.Never-
theless, movements in quarter-to-quarter change in inventories (i.e.,
inventory investment) have well-defined cyclical patterns in most of
the series and show a high degree of conformity to both industry sales
cycles and business cycles.Durable-goods series wore cyclically more
sensitive than those of nondurable goods, showing a higher conformity
to. business cycles and moving with greater amplitude.Stocks in
durable-goods industries have been relatively larger since the war,
and their increased importance has altered the óomposition of total
stocks.
TIMING COMPARISONS
During the 1946—58 period, total stocks lagged behind reference
turns by I to 8 months (table 8 and chart 3), in contrast to Abramo-
vitz' estimate of a 6-tO-12-month prewar lag)Total investment
timing varied from roughly coincident to a lead of 14 months (table 9
and chartcompared to Abramovitz' coincident timing estimate.
IItwill be noted that timing of the two most recent turns In table S Is based upon book value data.
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TABLE 8.—Timing and conformity of manufacturers' total inventory at reference and



























Durable goods industries, total
Nondurable goods Industries, total











































Leads, more than 3 months
Rough coincidences
Leads 3 months or less
Coincidences
Lags, 8 months or less

























C. SUMMARY OF CONFORMITY'



















Comparisons with reference turns:
Number of comparisons
Matching Inventory turns








































I Inventory series have bcen deflated to 1956; 1957-58 turns based on undeflated data. Korean cycle
reference turns are not shown, since there were no corresponding Inventory turns.
No corresponding Inventory turn.
Inventory turn occurs, but no sales turn.
'Analysis Includes only dellated 1948-58 data.





Durable - goods industries
Nonduroble-gods industries
Shaded areas represent business contractions; unshaded areas, expansions.
Dotsidentifypeaks and troughs of deflated inventory cycles; circles, of undeflated cycles.
are undeflated.
Source: Department of Commerce. Data deflated by the author.
It should be noted, however, that the prewar estimates were based
on year-end data and hence are necessarily less precise.Abramovitz
estimated from the annual data the range within which inventory
and inventory investment turns would. lead or lag behind reference
turns on a monthly basis.Using his method, I have estimated the
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The consensus of Abramovitz' findings for the prewar period was
for longer lags than these.Two of his turns showed a minimum
lag of 12 months.I agree with Abramovitz that lags were typically
somewhat longer before the war, but it seems likely that the range
was greater than he indicated.Evidence of this is to be found in
Department of Commerce estimates of the book value of manufac-
turers total stocks (quarterly, 1926—38, monthly thereafter) and in
National Industrial Conference Board estimates (monthly, 1929—44).
Prewar timing measures for these series are as follows:
Date of reference turn






















the postwar period a tendency for the inventory series to
turn earher at peaks than troughs, as compared with both reference and
activity series may be observed (table 8).This finding is less well
established in the comprehensive series than in the individual industry
series and is offered only as a tentative observation.2
Table 8 shows the timing of movements in the comprehensive series.
In two sets of comparisons (the turns which were related to the re-
cessions of 1948—49 and 1957—58) stocks show shorter lags at peaks
than at troughs; in the remaining comparison they do not (see also
chart 3).The departure from the observed tendency is not so dam-
aging as might at first appear, for the trough in stocks has been
marked at the technically lowest point of an almost flat-bottomed re-
cession phase which extends 10 months after the date of the trough
selected.In the industry data, the evidence is more impressive.
21n this chapter and the chapters which follow, Inventory and inventory Investment turns are compared
both with turns In the comparable sales or output series and with business cycle reference turns.This Is a
necessary, If somewhat repetitious, procedure; inventory behavior In a given Industry or group of Industries
must be presumed to be funotfonaily related to economic activity as represented by sales or output (typi-
cally, the two move together closely).It Is essential, therefore to relate movements In stocks or investment
to activity. At the same time, In order to generalize regarding behavior of Inventories during business cycles
and to compare the timing of one inventory series with another, it is essential to make direct timing compari-
son with reference turns.In addition to the NEER business cycle reference turns, use has been made of
the two subcycle reference turns established for the Korean war period by Ruth Mack. For a discussion of
subeycles and the criteria Involved in establishing subeycle chronology, see Ruth P. MaCk, "Notes on
Bubcycles In Theory and Practice," American Economic Review, May 1957, pp. 161—174.Manufacturers' Inventories and Investment 21
Thesummary of timing comparisons for the 16 series (table 8) shows
that 47 percent of the peaks in the inventory series lagged behind
reference peaks, whereas 82 percent of the inventory troughs lagged
behind reference troughs.
The tendency for shorter lags at peaks holds for both of the two
cycles for which industry data were studied (1948—49 and 1953—54).
During the first postwar business cycle, 54 percent of inventory peaks
lagged behind the reference peak, and 73 percent of inventory troughs
lagged behind the reference trough.For the second cycle the figures
were 42 and 92 percent, respectively.
We shall see, however, that the generalization does not extend to
inventory investment which turns relatively early at activity and
reference peaks and troughs.Some instances of earlier timing at
peaks than at troughs may be noted, but there Is no consistent pattern.
The tendency of quarterly inventory investment series (quarter-to-.
quarter change in inventories) to move in well-conforming cyclical
patterns was found in most of the individual industry series for total
stocks and, as we shall see in the following chapters, by stage of fabrica-
tion as well.
The relatively high degree of conformity of the total inventOry
investment series to business and output cycles is clearly evident from
the summary of conformity measures given in table 9.Industry in-
vestment turns could be consistently related with corresponding refer-
ence turns in 86 percent of possible comparisons, and with output
turns in 87.percent.3This conformity is of roughly the same magni-
tude as that noted for total stocks series in table 8 (68 and 72 percent,'
respectively).
principal method of measurement used in thisstudywas to record the number of turns in Inventory
or Investment series that could be "matched" with reference or activity turns, using N13ERrules for match-
Ing.Peaks in a series are said to match reference (activity) peaks when there Is no Intervening trough
in either the reference (activity) cycle or In the series In question.22 PostwarCycles in Manufacturers' Inventories
TABLE 9.—Timing and conformity of manufacturers' total inventory investment
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Leads, more than 3 months
Rough coincidences
Loads, 3 months or less___
Coincidences
Lags, 3 months or less



















C. SUMMARY 0F CONFORMITY °



































































I Inventory series have been deflated to 1958; 1957-58 turns based on undeflated data.
Sales turn occurs but no well defined corresponding inventory investment turn.
•No sales turn occurs.
4 No sales or inventory turn occurs.
Inventory turn occurs, but no sales turn.
Analysis Includes only deflated 1948-58 data.
•Source: Based on material from Department ofInventories and Investment
CHART 4
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Shaded areas represent business contractions; unshaded areas, expansions.
Dots Identify peaks and troughs of deflated cycles; circles, of tmdeflated cycles.
Source: Department of Commerce. Data deflated by the author.
CYcLIcAL SENSITIVITY OF DURABLE GOODS
Conformity measures point clearly to the greater cyclical sensitivity
of durables.Turns in the durable-goods inventory series (table 8)
could be matched with reference turns (except Korean) in 100 percent
of comparisons; among the nondurables, only 72 percent.Similar
figures for inventory investment (table 9) were 100 percent for durables
and 75 percent for nondurables.
Amplitudes of fluctuations in inventory investment may be com-
pared for durables and nondurables by means of a simple tabulation
of the change from. peak to trough and froni. trough to peak in invest-
inent cycles.Since total stocks of durable-goods industries on the
average are not greatly in excess 0 nondurable (about. 1.2 times as
large) the results may be compared directly.The following tabula-
tion (in billions of 1954 dollars at annual rates) shows that the change
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nondurables in all but one of the postwar phases for which deflated
data were available.
Durablea Nondurables
P—TI 49 to III 49 —2. 8.11 48 to II 49 —2. 9
T—P III 49 to III 51 +10.3II 49to II 51 +4.3
P—TIII Slto 1152 —9.51151 to 11154 —4.4
T—PII 52 to II 53 +3. 9 III 54 to III 56 +2. 6
P—T II 53 toII 54 —6. 7 III 56 toII 58 —2. 9
T—P II 54 toI 56 + 7.9II 58 to IV 59 + 2. 6
P—TI 56to II 58 —7.3
T—P II S8toI 60 —10.4
This was not the result of one or two dominating series, but a
highly representative performance.During the 1949 recession six of
the seven durables mventory series showed declines of 10 percent or
more from their peaks, whereas only five of the nine nondurables
declined by this amount.During the 1953—54 recession five of the
seven durables series declined 10 percent or more, but only one of
the nondurables did so.4
Another characteristic of durables inventory movements is that the
series move together; this makes for little muting of the impact
through dissimilar and counteracting changes.This characteristic
is clearly in evidence when diffusion indexes of percentage of series
increasing were constructed for the durables and nondurables series.
Among the durables the tendency. for stocks to move together was
indicated by very high scores (indicating that most series were rising)
or very low scores (indicating that few series were rising), whereas
among the nondura bles the tendency for stocks to move in different
directions was indicated by scores close to 50 percent.During the
period extending from second quarter 1948 to second quarter 1955,
scores were above 80 percent or below 20 percent more than half of
the time for the durables and less than a sixth of the time for the
nondurables.
There appear to be two types of causation for these well-established
cyclical tendencies among the durables.in the first, the cyclical
behavior appears to derive from greater fluctuations and more closely
coordinated changes in activity among the several durables industries.
In the second, the explanation lies in the composition of stocks; i.e.,
the inventories held at different stages of fabrication are of the types
which are more responsive to cyclical forces.
The first point is readily established by applying the same test to
output series that was used to show amplitude of movements in inven-
tories.During the 1949 contraction, all seven durables output series
declined by more than 10 percent of their cycle bases, whereas only
three of the nine nondurables series declined by such amounts.Dur-
ing the 1953—54 recession, six of the seven durable output series de-
clined by more than 10 percent, but oniy four of the nme nondurables
declined by as much as this amount. In addition, diffusion mdexes for
output of durables showed a greater swing than during
these two periods, indicating a closer intercorrelation in the move-
ments of durables.5
The second type of causation will become apparent as the behavior
of stocks at each stage of fabrication is analyzed, but the general argu-
ment may be stated here.Durables inventories are composed in a
4The declines were measured as percentages of the average level of stocks durIng each cycle.
• 0. H. Moore, Business Cycle Indicators, Princeton for NBER, 1961, voL I, pp. 288-284.Manufacturers' Inventories and Investment 25
largerdegree than nondurables. of the types of stocks which move
sensitively when manufacturing activity increases or decreases.Pro—
curement of durable purchased stocks is largely demand oriented; it is
not limited by supply conditions, as may be the case with certain non-
durable agricultural raw materials.Durable goods-in-process stocks
arc between stages (rather than within stages) to a much greater
extent.It is these between-stage stocks which may be vair.ied to the
greatest extent with changes in demand conditions (chapter 6).
Finally, durable goods are typically manufactured to order rather
than to stock; this tends to cause finished stocks to respond more
sensitively to cyclical forces.
By making use of Abramovitz' data, it is possible to determine the
relative size of durable-goods manufacturers' stocks before the war
and to learn whether they disp'ayed as high a degree of responsiveness
in that period.Table 10 shows the average proportion of total stocks
made up by durables for each cycle from 1919 to 1958.In additiOn,
it shows the proportion of the change in manufacturers' inventory in-
vestment in each phase which was caused by changes in durables in-
vestment.It can be concluded that durables stocks have constituted
a larger share of total stocks in recent years, and have contributed in
a greater measure to economic instability.The characteristic of high
cyclical responsiveness, however, was well established in the earlier
period.
COMPOSITION OF MANUFACTURERS' STOCKS
We have seen that total manufacturers' stocks are smaller relative
to output than they were before the war.Census data and Depart-
ment of Commerce statistics indicate, in addition, that their compo-
sition has been significantly altered.Abramovitz estimated the pré-
war composition of stocks as 40 percent purchased materials, 20 per-
cent goods in process, and 40 percent finished goods.. The Annual
Survey of Manufactures shows the 1952—53 proportion to be approxi-
mately 38 percent purchased materials, 29 percent goods in process,
and 33 percent finished goods.
The proportions differ considerably for the durables and the non-
durables groups.In the period 1952—54 the composition df dUrable

















The major difference in composition of durables and nondurables is,
of course, the large stock of goods in process held by the durables
group.These in-process inve,ntories account for the large stocks-to-
sales ratios of the durables group (approximately 2.1 to 1 compared
to 1.6 to 1 for nondurables).The stocks-to-sales ratios for purchased
°Thecomposition of total stocks given here was obtained from Department of Commerce data and Is
slightly different from that In the Annual Survey of Manufactures. The difference Is due principally to
the fact that the former are reported on a firm basis and include some finished stocks held by. company
distributing organizations, whereas census data are reported by Individual manufacturing plants.26 Postwar Cycles in Manztfacturers' inventories
materials and for finished goods do not differ significantly between
the durables and nondurables groups.7
The change in composition of manufacturers' stocks from prewar to
postwar appears to be explained largely by the shift toward durables.
Using the prewar ratios of nondurables to durables inventories (table
10) which is about 2 to 1, the prewar composition (if composition
within durables and nondurables had been the same as postwar) would
be 39 percent purchased materials, 23 percent goods in and
37 percent finished goods.These percentages are quite close to the
actual prewar figures (40—20—20) as estimated by Abramovitz.
The significance of the behavior of stocks at each stage of fabrication
is determined by the size of each category and by the amplitude and
cyclical pattern of its movement.Judged on the basis of size it is
clear that each category may be considered to be of substantial im-
portance.Analysis of cyclical conformity, timing, and amplitude
will be presented in the chapters which follow.
TABLE 10.—A of percentage of change in total manufacturers' inventory








Percentage of change in mann-
facturers' Inventory







































'FIgures In parentheses are based on quarterly data.
'Durables Inventory Investment out of phase with total manufacturers' Inventory Investment and refer-
encé cycle.
available.
Source: Prewar figures computed from dellated data in Abramovttz, "Inventories and Business Cycles,"
pp. 564-865.Postwar figures are in 1954 dollars; data from Department of Commerce.
'The changed composition of goods In process is treated In detail in chapter 6.